Choosing the right
Industrial IoT platform
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Industrial IoT Platform Checklist
17 important evaluation criteria to select your Industrial
IoT project
The industrial IoT platform market has become crowded, with many vendors
offering similar capabilities and functionalities. With this high volume of
platforms to consider, you need to identify your needs and sort which solution
fits your goals. Whether you’re an experienced developer or senior executive,
the landscape is massive and confusing.
The following checklist helps you navigate this cluttered landscape, by offering
an overview of criteria you need to consider to select the right IIoT platform for
your business.

Connectivity methods
What type of connectivity do you need to connect your equipment to the internet?
Do you need a cabled, Wi-Fi or cellular solution?
Which type of device connectivity is supported?
How flexible is the IoT platform for legacy architecture?
How well does the connectivity options fit the requirements of your current
and future initiatives?

Scalability & flexibility
How can I up- or downscale with the number of devices, services or users if
my requirements change in the future?
Are there limitations in the use of bandwidth or data storage?
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OTA Firmware Updates
How does the vendor allow you to send updates?
Can you fix bugs on your devices remotely?
How often are new firmware updates released?
Is it a simple or a complex process?

Security and privacy
How is your equipment, business network and data protected?
What about redundancy and disaster recovery, GDPR and user data protection?
Are these shared proactively, or do you have to find out by chance?
How reliable and available is the platform?
Will I be able to comply with GDPR requirements?

Market lifetime
How long has the IoT platform been in business?
Is the IoT platform industry-ready?
Does the IoT platform’s roadmap match your organisation’s needs?
How does that help you?
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Hardware & edge intelligence
Does the vendor offer any off-the-shelf software application or starter
packages for the specific use case?
What edge intelligence is available in the hardware and how can you
advance from using it?
What are the options to do some customisation?

Device management
How does the vendor allow you to manage devices that are out in the field?
Can you create segments?
What kind of devices and systems can I connect to the IoT platform?
How can you get access to devices in a network behind the connected devices?

Data management & analysis
How can you acquire data and what do you plan to do with this data?
What are the options to make analysis or visualise the data
(e.g. dashboards, exports)?
How can you turn the data into actionable value?
Does the vendor offer a fair data plan?
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Integrations & API access
What about the openness of the IIoT platform?
Are you limited to their IoT platform or can you integrate with other cloud
applications or back-end (e.g. for escalation, planning or BI-tools)?
Can you connect multiple applications together and create
cross-application business logic?
Can you integrate functionality into your platform, so your
engineering team can get up to speed with their project?
Does the platform offer any support and material to help me rapidly
develop IoT applications?

User management
How can you invite, manage and control users?
Can you set restrictions and grant secure access?
What about roles and different needs for the service engineer, manager or operator?
Does it have restrictions for remote access?
Can I manage different customers on one instance of the IoT platform?
Do they offer mobile access?
What is the least expensive package, what extras do upgrades offer?
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Geographic coverage and performance
Does the IoT platform cover all relevant geographical regions?
What about the latency and performance in those regions?
Are hardware and network options globally supported?
Do they provide embedded sim with global support?

Pricing models
What are the pricing models?
Are there any recurring or hidden costs after purchase?
Does the vendor offer a transparent pricing model and fair data plan?
How can you upscale or downscale services with ease?
Which parameters affect the price of the licence?
Can I try paid services for free?

Supported industrial protocols
Which messaging and industrial protocols can be used to access data from
or connect to the equipment?
Does the platform support newer protocols such as Modbus and OPC
(Open Platform Communications) Unified Architecture.
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Type of IoT platform
What type of IIoT platform does the vendor offer? Cloud, data, connectivity of
end-to-end?
Is it possible to migrate your data away from it or import data from
third party sources?
What are your needs and how will your needs change over time?

Industry 4.0 transformation
Does the IoT platform’s roadmap match your organisation’s needs?
Does it offer grow models in the Industrial IoT maturity model?
Do they plan to expand their services and how does that help you?

Industry experts
Does the vendor help you service your needs?
How easy can you get in touch with a specialist or access to support?

Whitelabel
Can I use white labelling services?
Does the platform include a customisable web interface and
custom branded mobile apps?
How extensible and customisable is the platform?
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Discover IXON Cloud: World’s first no-code IIoT platform
IXON Cloud is the first and only no-code IIoT platform, specially designed
for the advanced machine manufacturer. Developed by engineers, for
engineers.
IXON offers a complete, proven and secure end-to-end solution with
integrated connectivity for collaboration between device and IXON Cloud.
Enrich your machines with a tailor-made cloud platform for optimal
service and applicable data insights. IXON Cloud is ready for immediate
use and suits every machine builder. Whether you’re looking for a remote
access solution, want to gain insight into machine data or set up your
own IIoT platform.

Try IXON Cloud today
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